Introduction:

The United Daily News is a newspaper published in Taiwan. At the beginning, “National” was published by Wang, Ti wu, Economic Times was published by Fan, Hao-yan and Economic Times was published by Lin, Ding –li. Before long, the founder of The United Daily News, Wang Ti wu, he integrated three different kinds of newspapers into "The United Daily News” on Sep. 16, 1951. They used “The United Daily” which name issued 12,248 newspapers at the first day. The founder of The United Daily News announced their volume of circulation of newspaper was over 75,000 on Aug. 16, 1959; it is became one of the most important newspapers in Taiwan. Because private newspapers have more speech freedom and flexible strategies to run their company, their volume of circulation of newspaper was over publicly-owned newspaper in 1960s. Wang, Ti-wu bought “Tribune” and also changed name into “Economic Times” on April 20, 1967. Economic Times became the most important economic newspaper in Taiwan. The United Daily News use many accredited reporters all over the world, adopting the latest equipment; therefore, the volume of circulation was over 100 thousand in 1961 and over 150 thousand in 1964. At the same time, The United Daily News which added “Air-United Daily News” increases their influence. The United Daily News has spawned a group of newspapers, including Economic Times, Ming Sheng Daily, and The World Journal and so on.

Features of udndata:

1. Daily News Updated

Click here to see how many newspaper titles could offer you the newest news.

Click here to pick up the newspaper title which you want to see the today’s news.

Click here to date

Value of United Daily News:

1. Private newspapers have more speech freedom in Taiwan.
2. Using conservative standpoints stabilize society environment.
3. The United Daily News had held literary competition. To make literature and newspaper has deep relationship for each other.
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